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Introduction

Warning : human language is non-commutative

gauge lattice 6= lattice gauge

Goal: understand the hierarchy of (global) gauge symmetries in QFT

models, and describe the relevant mathematical structures.

Related to Doplicher-Roberts reconstruction from AQFT (the physicist

version of Tannaka-Krein duality), but addressing di�erent issues.



Usual formulations of dynamics (EOM, variational principles, ...) usually

require (almost) trivial topology  need to realize con�guration space

as either a submanifold or a quotient of some nice geometric structure

(constrained dynamics vs gauge symmetries).

Classical approach (Newton, d'Alembert, Lagrange, etc.): embed the

con�guration space into some nice manifold and amend the EOM with

constraint equations.

Problems: proliferation of constraints (holonomic/rheonomic/scleronomic,

�rst and second class, ...) and quantization (e.g. Dirac brackets).

Alternative approach (Poincaré, Weyl): formulate the dynamics on a

suitable covering space.



covering (deck) transformations! gauge transformations

monodromy group! gauge group

Since several points of covering space lying above the same point of

con�guration space correspond to the same state of the system, only

gauge invariant quantities have a physical meaning.

At the quantum level, non-trivial con�gurations with 'twisted' boundary

conditions appear in sum over histories  new superselection sectors.

Non-trivial computations (mostly numerical), best understood for 2D

conformal models (orbifolds).



Orbifolds
2D conformal model characterized by chiral symmetry algebra V (nice

VOA) and L-R coupling (partition functions).

Primary �elds (superselection sectors, i.e. irreducible V representations)

characterized by their conformal weight hp (lowest eigenvalue of L0) and

chiral character

Trp

(
qL0−c/24

)
describing the spectrum of L0.

Composition of superselection sectors (fusion rules) related to modular

properties via Verlinde's formula.



The chiral algebra of the G-orbifold consists of gauge invariant operators,

i.e. it is the �xed point subalgebra VG={v∈V | gv=v for all g∈G}.

Superselection sectors of the G-orbifold correspond to irreducible repre-

sentations of VG, but not all of these arise from representations of V: one

needs to consider g-twisted modules of V corresponding to states with

boundary conditions twisted by some g∈G.

The G-twisted modules are permuted by the twist group G (the gauge

group), and twisted modules in the same G-orbit are identi�ed with each

other ('state identi�cation'). Since a gauge transformation h∈G takes a

g-twisted module to a hgh -1-twisted module, the G-orbits are organized

into twisted sectors labeled by the conjugacy classes of G.



Every G-twisted module M carries a (projective) representation of its

stabilizer GM = {g∈G | gM=M} (the subgroup of gauge transforma-

tions that carry it to itself), hence it splits into subspaces labeled by the

irreps of the stabilizer, which are nothing but the superselection sectors

(primaries) of the orbifold.

A block is the set of all those orbifold primaries that arise from a given

orbit of twisted modules: by the above, its elements correspond to irreps

of the stabilizer, and each block belongs to a well-de�ned twisted sector!

Integrally spaced L0-spectrum for untwisted modules implies that the

conformal weights of the primaries from a block in the untwisted sector

can di�er only by integers.



Properties under control (more or less) only in special cases:

� toroidal orbifolds (compacti�ed free bosons);

� holomorphic orbifolds (orbifolds of self-dual models);

� permutation orbifolds (gauged permutation symmetries).

Moore's 'conjecture': all rational conformal models are GKO cosets or

orbifolds thereof.

Question: can one reverse orbifolding?



Orbifold deconstruction
Every orbifold contains a distinguished set of primaries, the vacuum

block, that consists of all primaries arising from the vacuum module.

As the vacuum block belongs to the untwisted sector, and its stabilizer

is the whole twist group G, its elements correspond to ordinary irreps of

G, with matching fusion rules and (quantum) dimensions, hence they

� form a fusion closed set (FCS for short);

� all have integer conformal weight.

A twister is any collection of primaries satisfying these two criteria.

The vacuum block of an orbifold is always a twister.



A twister (and more generally, any FCS) determines two partitions of

the set of primaries: one into blocks, and the other into twist classes.

Two primaries belong to the same twist class if the restrictions of the

irreps of the fusion algebra that correspond to them agree on all elements

of the FCS.

Product rule: the twist class containing the vacuum (the trivial class)

is fusion closed (but need not be a twister even if the FCS is one).

In other words, the trivial class of an FCS is again an FCS, the dual

FCS, and the dual of the dual is the original FCS.

The complex values assigned by the twist classes (as irreps of the fusion

algebra) to the elements of an FCS form its character table.



Remark : a twister determines a closed subalgebra of the fusion algebra,

and at the same time a so-called Tannakian subcategory of the modular

tensor category associated to the conformal model.

The subalgebra associated to a twister is isomorphic to the

representation ring of some �nite group (Deligne's theorem).

But several non-isomorphic groups might have identical representation

rings that cannot be distinguished by the above means (e.g. the dihedral

group D8 and the quaternion group Q).

Way out : use the λ-ring structure of twisters, i.e. the possibility to

compute exterior powers by exploiting the braiding properties of super-

selection sectors.



The blocks of an FCS are the twist classes of its dual.

Each block of a twister is contained in a well-de�ned twist class; in

particular, the twister (being the block that contains the vacuum) lies

inside its trivial class.

Primaries of the deconstructed model belong to blocks contained in the

trivial class, since the latter correspond to orbits of untwisted modules,

hence the conformal weights of their elements can only di�er by integers

(but the o�sets of the di�erent blocks, which correspond to the conformal

weights of the primaries in the deconstructed model, need not be equal).



The deconstruction procedure

vacuum block twister

irrep of twist group element of twister

twisted sectors twist classes

orbits of twisted modules blocks

Step 1: select a twister.

Step 2: determine the corresponding twist classes and blocks.

Step 3: compute the character table and identify the twist group G.

Step 4: compute the spectrum of the deconstructed model.



A superconformal example

Isolated N=1 superconformal model of central charge c= 3
2 with

49 primaries: known conformal weights, chiral characters, etc.

Has 3 non-trivial twisters g1, g2 and g3, of respective sizes 2, 3 and 5.

g1 Abelian  deconstruction is a simple current extension.

The twister g2 has 3 twist classes, and its character table reads

1 1 1

1 −1 1

2 0 −1

 twist group isomorphic with S3, the symmetric group on 3-letters.



There is a total of 10 blocks contained in the trivial class, of respective

multiplicities 1, 3, 3, 1, 3, 6, 3, 3, 3 and 1, hence the corresponding decon-

struction has 27=33 primaries.

The knowledge of the conformal weights and chiral characters allows to

identify the deconstructed model with 3 copies of the Ising model the

superconformal model is a 3-fold symmetric product of Ising.

Allows to reduce the computation of complicated correlators to that of

Ising correlators (+ results about permutation orbifolds).

The deconstruction corresponding to the twister g3 is the SU(2) WZNW

model at level 2, with twist group S4.

One and the same model realized as an orbifold in two di�erent ways!



The reason is that one may orbifold in stages: to obtain a G-orbifold, one

can �rst gauge a normal subgroup N/G, and then orbifold the resulting

N -orbifold by the factor group G/N .

Since the vacuum block of the N -orbifold is contained in the vacuum

block of the G-orbifold, the hierarchy of twisters re�ects the hierarchy of

normal subgroups of G (in particular, it is a modular lattice).

In the above example, the partial deconstruction corresponding to the

twister g2 is an orbifold of the one corresponding to the twister g3 (with

twist group Z2×Z2): in other words, a Z2×Z2 orbifold of SU(2) WZNW

model at level 2 consists of 3 copies of Ising!



The lattice of gauge symmetries
Is there a maximal deconstruction? Yes, but there might be many!

Prime example: the Moonshine module V\.

Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurmann (1988): construction of V\ from a Z2-orbifold

of the Leech lattice theory VL, a self-dual CFT describing a suitable torus

compacti�cation of the bosonic string.

Contrary to common belief, V\ is not an orbifold of VL, but a simple

current extension (Abelian deconstruction) of such an orbifold!

A suitable Z2-orbifold of VL has two maximal deconstructions: one gives

back VL, while the other provides V\.



Need to chart the collection of di�erent twisters, and in particular to

enumerate all of them, but in general twisters do not form a lattice, only

a partially ordered set.

Solution: consider the collection of all fusion closed sets of primaries

(FCS), not only the twisters (which are special FCS).

The FCS of a conformal model form a self-dual modular lattice!

Remark : normal subgroup lattices don't have a de�nitive algebraic char-

acterization yet, but FCS lattices satisfy all those properties that are

currently known (and much more).



A holomorphic orbifold example (D18):

3 maximal (self-dual) deconstructions, with di�erent twist groups!





In general, the blocks of an FCS meet several twist classes, except for

those that are contained in their dual, the local FCS.

Every local FCS is either a twister or a Z2 extension of a twister, and

there is a suitable generalization of deconstruction applicable to them.

In case the local FCS is not a twister, the corresponding deconstruction

is a fermionic (non-local) extension of a conformal model (a la Runkel-

Watts), with a natural division of the primaries into Ramond and Neveu-

Schwarz sectors.

Deligne's theorem: every local FCS can be identi�ed with the character

ring of a (�nite) group.



Since local FCS are nothing but character rings of groups, they exhibit

all non-trivial properties of the latter (Burnside's theorem, orthogonality

relations, Ito's theorem, etc.)

But most of these non-trivial properties are also satis�ed by all those

FCS whose elements have integer dimension (which holds automatically

for local FCS), the so-called integral FCS.

While integral FCS come close to coincide with character rings of groups,

there are explicit examples with no corresponding group!

Does there exist some generalized notion of gauge symmetries that are

described by integral FCS?



FCS and locality
Brute force approach at enumerating FCS useless because computational

complexity grows exponentially with the number of primaries.

Is there an e�ective procedure to compute the lattice of FCS, taking into

account the properties of their lattice?

symmetric binary relations � self-dual lattices

For a symmetric relation ⊥ on a set V, the dual X⊥ of a subset X ⊆V

consists of all those elements of V that are related to all elements of X.

Those subsets X ⊆ V that coincide with the dual of their duals, i.e.

X=(X⊥)
⊥
(the closed subsets) form a self-dual lattice L⊥.



Two primaries are mutually local if their OPE coe�cients are regular

(have no branch point singularities).

The closed subsets of the locality relation are precisely the FCS.

Remark : an FCS is local (i.e. contained in its trivial class) precisely

when all its elements are mutually local.

To determine the FCS lattice, we have to look at the closed subsets of

the locality relation. But do we need to check all subsets?

No, because any closed subset is a union of parallelism classes!

Two primaries belong to the same parallelism class if they are mutually

local with exactly the same collection of primaries.



Two parallelism classes are mutually local if they contain mutually local

primaries: this de�nes a new symmetric relation on the collection of all

parallelism classes, the de�ation of ⊥, whose parallelism classes contain

a single element (itself a parallelism class of the original relation).

Remark. Any symmetric relation may be fully reconstructed from the

knowledge of its de�ation and its parallelism classes.

The lattice associated to a symmetric relation and its de�ation coincide!

This explains why so many di�erent models share the same lattice: their

locality relations might be di�erent, but the corresponding de�ations are

(almost) the same, only the parallelism classes are populated di�erently.



FCS lattice of (unitary) Virasoro minimal models

Remark. The �rst two lattices di�er from the generic one because the

corresponding models (the Ising and tricritical Ising) don't have enough

primaries (only 3, resp. 6) to �ll all the 8 parallelism classes.



FCS algorithm

Step 1: Determine the parallelism classes of the locality relation.

Step 2: Compute the principal sets, i.e. the duals of the individual

parallelism classes.

Step 3: Compute the intersection of any collection of principal sets.

This procedure is extremely e�ective even for pretty large examples: it

takes only 35 s to compute the full lattice (with a total of 28 di�erent

FCS) for a model with 861 primaries.



The locality relation does determine the FCS lattice, but does this work

the other way round: does the lattice determine the locality relation?

Answer : not quite, but almost!

Given a self-dual lattice L, one can construct all those primitive relations

(symmetric relations whose parallelism classes contain just one element)

whose associated lattice is L.

Once the de�ated relation is known, all that remains is to populate the

parallelism classes.

Remark. Because the di�erent possibilities correspond to sets of lattice

elements that generate the whole lattice, there is always a minimal and

a maximal primitive relation doing the job.



Summary

� one has e�ective procedures for deconstructing orbifolds

� the hierarchy of di�erent deconstructions is re�ected by the FCS

lattice, which is an important characteristic of the model

� the locality relation plays a fundamental role in both determining

the FCS lattice and the allowed deconstructions

� there is a (very) close relation with group representation theory



and open questions

� what about Moore's conjecture?

� what is the relation between di�erent maximal deconstructions?

� how does locality interfere with modularity (of the FCS lattice)?

� are there generalized deconstruction procedures using non-local

(quasi-local, integral, etc. ) FCS?


